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L'EFFET DE L'HYPERTHERMIE SUR L'EXPRESSION GENETIQUE
DES CELLULES ERYTHROLEUCEMIQUES DE FRIEND SOUMISES AU

DIMETHYLSULFOXYDE OU AUX RAYONS X

par

G.P. Raaphorst, E.I. Azzam, M. Einspenner, D. Ewing and J. Borsa

RESUME

On a étudié l'effet de la chaleur sur le contrôle génétique et
sur la destruction cellulaire à l'aide des rayons X ou du dyméthylsul-
foxyde (DMSO) dans les cellules érythroleucêmiques de Friend (FELC).
Les FELG sont très sensibles à la chaleur et aux rayons X sur le plan de
la survie, comme l'a démontré l'essai de formation en colonie. La ciné-
tique de l'inactivation par la chaleur est à peu près la même, qu'il
s'agisse des cellules FELC ou des cellules de l'hamster chinois. On a
observé une augmentation, due à la chaleur, de 1'inactivation des cellules
par irradiation à 42.0 et 45.0°C; cette augmentation croît avec le temps
de chauffe. L'application simultanée de la chaleur et des rayons X ré-
sulte en une inactivation des cellules plus considérable.

Le diméthylsulfoxyde pourrait amener les FELC à synthétiser
l'hémoglobine tandis que l'hyperthermie pourrait contrecarrer cette ré-
action. De même, 1'hyperthermie pourrait influer sur la production de
1'hémosynthèse par irradiation. La production de 1'hémosynthèse a été
accrue du fait de l'application de la chaleur avant l'irradiation tandis
que cette même application suite à l'irradiation a diminué la production
de 1'hémosynthèse. On a comparé les effets de 1'hyperthermie sur les
virages de survie et de production de gènes. Ainsi, la chaleur peut
influer tant sur la survie des cellules que sur la production de gènes
par irradiation ou par DMSO. Les deux virages, c'est-à-dire celui de la
production de gènes et celui de la survie (capacité de prolifération),
ont réagi différemment à la chaleur et aux rayons X, tant du point de
vue quantitatif que qualitatif, ce qui laisse supposer que diverses
cibles cellulaires sont affectuées pour chacun de ces virages.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of heat on gene control and on cell killing by X-
rays or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was studied in cultured Friend
erythroleukemia cells (FELC). FELC are very sensitive to heat and X-
rays in terms of survival, as measured by the colony-forming assay.
Heat inactivation "kinetics are similar for FELC and Chinese hamster
cells. Thermal enhancement of cell inactivation by irradiation was
observed at 42.0 and 45.0°C, and increased as a function of heating
time. The simultaneous application of heat and X-rays had a greater
effect in terms of cell inactivation.

Dimethyl sulfoxide could induce FELC to synthesize hemoglobin,
and hyperthermia could inhibit this response. Likewise, hyperthermia
could affect induction of heme synthesis by irradiation. Heating before
irradiation enhanced production of heme synthesis, whereas heating after
irradiation inhibited induction of heme synthesis. The effects of
hyperthermia on the survival and gene induction endpoints were compared.
Thus, heat can affect both cell survival and gene induction by irradi-
ation or DMSO. The two endpoints of gene induction and survival (proli-
ferative capacity) responded differently, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, to heat and X-rays, implying that different cellular
targets are affected for each of these endpoints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Observations by Busch , Bruns and Coley in the late

1800's, that the presence of severe fever in patients with erysipelas,

due to streptococcal infection, caused tumor regression in cancer

patients, led to the concept that elevated' temperatures may be used as a

method for cancer therapy. Because it was difficult to apply hyper-

thermia in a controlled manner, the experimental results in cancer

treatment were variable and, consequently, hyperthermia was set aside

with the advent of radiotherapy and chemotherapy. However, with modern

engineering techniques, it has been possible to apply hyperthennia in a

1 clini
(7-11)

controlled manner ' ' , and the successful clinical use of hyper-

thermia in cancer therapy has been reported

Extensive research into the cell biology of hyperthermia is

also being done . It was clearly shown that hyperthermia by

itself can cause cell death and that both sublethal and lethal

hyperthermia can cause radiosensitization . Many other reports

show that low oxygen, low pH, lack of nutrient and anisotonicity can
(22-30)

cause thermal sensitization in mammalian cells . In all these

studies, cell death, as characterized by a loss of proliferative ability,

was used as the endpoint of the assay. However, this endpoint does not

yield any information on the effects of hyperthermia on cellular macro-

molecules and metabolism. Several reports show that hyperthermia can
(31-33)

affect chromatin and nucleosome structure and cause aberrations

in S-phase cells and sister chromatic! exchanges . Such changes at

the nuclear level may affect the control of genetic information and, in

earlier investigations, it was shown that, after heat shock, specific

messenger-RNA's and specific proteins appeared in cells of Drosophila

melangaster ' . These data indicate that hyperthermia can affect

gene expression and that more research is needed in this area.
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We have set out to investigate the effects of hyperthermia on

gene expression in a Friend erythroleukemia cell system. This cell line

will respond to various agents, such as radiation and DMSO, and undergo

erythroid differentiation . This report shows that hyperthermia

can modify the cellular responses in terms of survival and differenti-

ation, and these effects may be quantitatively different for the two

different endpoints. Preliminary reports on this data have been given
(41 42)

at the 1980 and 1981 Annual Radiation Research Society Meetingsv ' .

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 CELLS

Friend erythroleukemia cells were used in these studies. They

were derived from clone 745A, originally isolated from mice by Dr.
(39 40)

Charlotte Friendv ' . Cells were maintained in exponential growth

phase, in suspension, in T75 tissue culture flasks (Falcon Plastics) in

37°C humidified incubators with a 5% C0? atmosphere. The culture

medium used was Eagle's Basal Medium (BME) (Flow Labs) with Earle's

salts and supplemented with 10% (v/v) of dialyzed fetal calf serum

(diFCS). No antibiotics were used. Dialysis of fetal calf serum (FCS)

was carried out at 4°C against 20 volumes of Earle's balanced salts

(Flow Labs). The dialyzed serum was filter sterilized (0.20 pm pore

size; Nalgene Filter units) before use. Under these conditions, the

cells had a population doubling time of about 9 to 10 h. It was ob-

served that the induction of erythroid differentiation was more con-

sistent with diFCS than with FCS.

For experiments, cells from stock cultures in early to mid-

exponential growth phase were used. They were dispensed in T25 flasks

(Falcon Plastics) in 5-mL volumes of growth medium (BME + 10% diFCS) at

5 x 10 cells/mL 22-24 h before experimental procedures were started
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in order to avoid changes in cellular sensitivity as a function of time

after inoculation. At this time, cell numbers had increased by factors

of two to three.

2.2 HEAT TREATMENT

At the time of experimental treatment, flasks that were

designated for heat exposure were sealed with paraffin wax. Heating was

carried out in custom-designed water baths made from 1.27-cm Lucite. A

Tempunit TU-14 thermoregulator (Techne, Princeton, NY) and an additional

stirring pump were used for temperature regulation. The temperature was

maintained constant to 0.02°C and was uniform throughout the bath to

0.01°C.

2.3 IRRADIATION

Irradiation was carried out using a Siemens Stabilipan 2 X-ray

machine operating at 250 kV and 15 mA with a 1-mm aluminum filter. The

dose rate was 3.0 Gy/min at an effective energy of 80 keV. X-rays were

administered with the cell culture flasks maintained at 37°C on a rotat-

ing platform.

2.4 PROCEDURE AFTER HEATING AND/OR IRRADIATION

Following heat and/or X-ray treatments, the cells and culture

medium were transferred from T25 flasks to 60-mm plastic Petri dishes

(Falcon Plastics). We observed that induction of erythroid differ-

entiation by growth in the presence of DMSO is more pronounced in SO-nm

dishes than in T25 flasks; maintaining the cells in the presence of 1.5%

DMSO in T25 flasks for six days resulted in poor growth and induction.

Once in the 60-mm dishes, the cells were transferred immediately to the

37°C, CO_-controlled incubators to avoid pH shock.
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2.5 ASSAY FOR SURVIVAL OF PROLIFERATIVE CAPACITY

The cells do not attach to either glass or plastic surfaces

and, hence, cannot be cloned in ordinary liquid medium. They do,

however, form discrete colonies in growth medium containing approxi-

mately 1% methyl cellulose (methocel).

Methocel medium is prepared as follows (ingredients are for

500 mL): Transfer 6.0 g of methyl cellulose (with a viscosity of 4 Pa«s)

(Fisher) into a 500-mL bottle and autoclave (45 rain at 15 psi ) . Cool.

Add 262.5 mL of hot, double-distilled water (ddH.O) and stir at 4°C

until the methocel is dissolved (23 h ) . Dissolve 3.10 g of BME powder

in 50 mL ddH«O, filter, sterilize and add to the cold methocel. Dissolve

0.54 NaHCO (Fisher Scientific) in 25 mL ddH2O, filter, sterilize and

add to the cold methocel. Add 37.5 mL of heat-inactivated FCS (56°C,

30 min) (Gibco) to the cold methocel. Add 125-mL conditioned growth

medium (BME + 10% FCS) to the cold methocel. Conditioned medium is

prepared by growing FELC to near-stationary phase in growth medium

(BME + 10% FCS), and then removing the cells by centrifugation. The

inclusion of conditioned medium is critical, since without it the cells

fail to grow, whereas in its presence, plating efficiencies of 80 to 100%

are routine.

For use, the methocel medium is dispensed in 5-mL aliquots

into 60-mm plastic Petri dishes. To this is added an aliquot (no more

than 0.5 mL) of the cell suspension to be assayed, and the mixture is

thoroughly mixed by tilting the plate back and forth. Colonies are

usually counted after 14 days of incubation at 37°C in a 5% C0 ? atmo-

sphere. Three replicate plates were used per point, and on each figure,

the standard error of the mean is shown when greater than the data-point

symbol size.

1 psi = 703 kg/m2
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2.6 DIFFERENTIATION

2.6.1 Differentiation Induction by DMSO

DMSO (Aldrich Chemical Co, spectrophotometric grade) was used

as the reference external trigger of differentiation. It was added at

the time of treatment to the desired final concentration. A stock

solution of DMSO in BME, 20 times more concentrated than the final

desired concentration, was used at all times, and a 20:1 dilution was

made when adding the DMSO to the cell suspension. Treated cells were

incubated in 60-mm Petri dishes for six to seven days at 37CC in a

humidified, 5% CO. atmosphere. Differentiated cells were assayed by

means of the benzidine staining reaction.

2.6.2 Differentiation Induction by X-rays, Heat or

Heat Plus X-rays

After respective treatments were done in T25 flasks, cells and

culture medium were transferred to 60-mm dishes and immediately put in

the 37°C, CO^-controlled incubator for six to seven days. Differenti-

ation was determined by staining the cells with benzidine.

2.6.3 Differentiation Induction by Hyperthermia and DMSO

For chronic heating during the entire incubation period of

seven days, 1.5% DMSO was present for the entire duration. For acute

heating from 41.5 - 45.0°C, DMSO was added 5 min after the heat treat-

ment, to a final concentration of 1.5%. After the respective heat

exposure was terminated, the cells and culture medium were transferred

to 60-m dishes and returned to the (XL-controlled, 37°C, humidified

incubator for six to seven days, after which they were assayed with

benzidine for differentiation.
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2.7 BEKZIDINE STAINING FOR ASSAY OF DIFFERENTIATED CELLS

Cells which had been incubated for the required time period

following treatment were transferred into disposable test tubes (13 x

100 mm; Fisher Scientific) and pelleted in a clinical centrifuge

(500 x g, 10 min). The pellet was re-suspended in 1.5 mL of Dulbecco's

phosphate buffered saline solution, at room temperature, by vigorous

mixing on a vortex mixer, i'o this was added 0.5 mL of benzidine stain

(see below) followed by further vortex mixing. The cells were then

examined with a microscope and the benzidine-positive (B ) cells counted.

Extent of differentiation is expressed as the percentage of cells which

are B .

Benzidine stain (10 mL) was prepared by mixing together

8.22 mL of distilled water and 0.66 mL H-O^, followed by addition of

1.12 mL of benzidine stock solution. Benzidine stock solution consists

of 0.40 g of benzidine (Fisher Scientific) dissolved in 9.60 mL of

glacial acetic acid.

Two types of B cells were distinguished in these studies.

One type, induced by DMSO, is referred to as 'fully induced1, since the

cells become uniformly darkly stained (see Figure IB). The second type

is referred to as 'spotty induction1, since the cells develop localized

foci which take up the benzidine stain (see Figure 1C), while the inter-

vening intracellular regions are clear. 'Fully' induced cells produce

hemoglobin while 'spotty' induced cells synthesize only the heme moiety

(which reacts with the stain) with no globin chains being produced .

Both types represent cells in which portions of the erythroid differ-

entiation program have been activated, since heme synthesis is part of

that program .
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2.8 ANALYSIS OF CYTOPLASMIC PROTEINS OF FELC BY

ISOELECTRIC FOCUSSING

Cells were harvested by centrifugation (5 min, 1000 x g, 5°C)

and washed twice in cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Two mL of

lysis buffer (0.3% Triton X-100, 50 mmol/L Tris-Cl pH 7.0, 25 mmol/L

KC1, 5 mmol/L MgCl_, 1 annol/L 2-mercaptoethanol) were added to each

sample. The samples were incubated for 30 min at 5°C with occasional

swirling. Cell debris was pelleted (1000 x g, 10 min, 5°C) and the

resulting supernatant was removed with a Pasteur pipette. Protein

concentration was determined by means of the Bio-Rad assay (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Technical Bulletin 1051, 1977 April) and 100 yg of sample

protein was incorporated into each rod gel for isoelectric focussing.

Gel composition was 5% (v/v) acrylamide, 0.0015% (v/v) n, n-bisacrylamide,

5.6% ampholines (3.5 < pH < 9.5), 8 mol/L urea and 0.5% (v/v) TEMED,

along with 100 g of sample protein. Rod gel dimensions were 0.5 cm by

10.0 cm. Electrode buffer solutions were 1 mol/L H-PO, and 1 mol/L NaOH,

containing 4 mol/L urea. Gels were run for 3.5 h at 5°C, at a constant

power of 10 W. At the completion of the run, pH profiles were deter-

mined using a surface electrode.

The procedure for fixing and staining is that described by
(A3)

Winter and co-workers . Gels were fixed for 30 to 60 tnin in fixing

solution (0.16 mol/L sulfosalicylic acid, 0.70 mol/L trichloroacetic

acid in distilled water), followed by soaking in de-staining solution

(25% (v/v) ethanol, 8% (v/v) acetic acid in distilled water) for 15 to

30 min to wash out the ampholines. Gels were stained for 10 min at 60°C

in Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 solution (0.460 g Coomassie Brilliant

Blue R250 in 400 mL of de-staining solution). Stained gels were de-

stained by immersing in de-staining solution until the background was

clear. The gels in Figure 2 show the DMSO induction of FELC. Gel A was

from an untreated population of FELC while gel B was from FELC that were

incubated in DMSO for six days. Note the increase in the globin chains

for DMSO as indicated on Figure 2.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 CELL SURVIVAL

Survival of Friend erythroleukemia cells (FELC) after irradi-

ation is shown in Figure 3. These results show that the FELC cell line

was very radiosensitive. The radiation survival curve for Chinese

hamster V79 cells is included for comparison. The values for D and

D shown in Table 1 indicate that the FELC were much more radiosensi-
q

tive than the V79 cells and had a smaller capacity for the accumulation

of sublethal damage than the V79 cells.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the heat sensitivity of FELC.

Thermal tolerance occurred after heating at 41.0, 41.5 or 42.0°C for six

to eight hours. It occurred at lower survival levels as the temperature

was increased to 42.0°C. At higher temperatures, such as 43.0 or

45.0°C, no thermal tolerance occurred for the maximum heating intervals

at which survival could still be measured. The D values, taken from

the exponential parts of the survival curves in Figures 4 and 5, were

reached after 128, 116, 47, 10.4 and 2.17 min of heating at 41.0, 41.5,

42.0, 43.0 and 45.0°C, respectively.

Survival of FELC after heating at 42.0°C was compared to

survival of V79 cells and mouse C3H-10T5s cells heated at 42.0°C (see

Figure 6). Details concerning the V79 and C3H-10TSj cells are given
(44 45)

elsewhere * . All cell lines display thermal tolerance after

prolonged heating at 42.0°C. It is clear that the mouse FELC cell line

was much more heat sensitive than the Chinese hamster V79 or the mouse

C3H-10T% cell lines. This difference in heat sensitivity reached a

maximum after about 10 h of heating, at which time survival of V79 and

C3H-10Tls cells was 80 and 350 times higher, respectively, than FELC.

Defined on Table 1
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The survival data shown in Figures 4 and 5 were used to

construct an Arrhenius graph, shown in Figure 7. The data for V79 cells

ara also included for comparison '* . Even though the FELC are much

more heat sensitive than the V79 cells, the mechanism of heat inacti-

vation appears to be similar since both curves have a break at approx-

imately 43.0°C. The heat inactivation energies, calculated from the

slopes of the curves for FELC and V79 cells, were 1.35 and 1.08 MJ /mol,

respectively, for temperatures below 43°C, and 0.666 and 0.603 MJ/mol

for temperatures above 43°C.

Figures 8 and 9 show that heating at 42.0 and 45.0°C can

enhance the radiosensitivity of FELC Heating at 42.0°C resulted in

increased radiosensitivity and was characterized by a decrease in the D

values while little change occurred in the survival curve shoulder. See

Table 1 for survival curve parameters. Greater thermal radiosensitiza-

tion occurred for 42.0°C heating after irradiation compared to heating

before irradiation (see Figure 8). Thermal radiosensitization by

heating at 45.0°C was characterized by decreases in both the D values

and the shoulders (see Figure 9). Thermal enhancement was greater for

heating after irradiation than for heating before irradiation, and this

difference was largest for a short heat treatment (5 min at 45.0°C) that

did not itself result in very much cell killing. This difference was

diminished for a longer heat treatment (10 min at 45.0°C) for which

survival was reduced to 34% by the heat treatment itself.

The effect of sequencing heat and radiation is shown in

Figure 10. The greatest degree of radiosensitization was achieved for

the simultaneous application of heat and X-rays for both 42.0 and

45.0°C heating. The thermal radiosensitization was greater when heating

followed irradiation compared to heating before irradiation. The data

are consistent with the results presented in Figures 8 and 9. As the

37°C incubation interval between heating and irradiation, or irradiation

and heating, was increased, cellular recovery was observed, as

1 MJ = 239 kcal.
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characterized by an increase in survival. This recovery was slightly

larger when irradiation followed heating.

Table 1 summarizes the survival curve parameters for the

experimental data presented in Figures 3, 8 and 9. These data show

thermal enhancement of radiation sensitivity in terms of survival curve

parameters.

3.2 FULL INDUCTION BY DMSO

Friend erythroleukemia cells can be induced to synthesize

hemoglobin (benzidine-positive phenotype) in the presence of DMSO, as

shown in Figure 11. The percentage of banzidine-positive cells in-

creased as the concentration of DMSO increased up to 1.5% (v/v). Induc-

tion was the same for incubation at 35.0 or 37.0°C, while it was

slightly reduced for incubation at 39.0"C. The incubation interval

refers to the seven-day period allowed for the development of the induced

phenotype.

Figure 12 shows the results of two similar experiments in

which the percent induction by DMSO was measured at various incubation

temperatures. The data were plotted relative to the maximum induction

achieved at 37.0°C for 1.5% DMSO in the control cells for each experi-

ment, and consequently the data are presented as residual functions.

The variability observed between the 37°C curves in Figure 12 is gener-

ally observed among experiments. As the incubation temperature in-

creased, the percent induction decreased. For incubation at 40.0 and

40.5°C, induction was reduced to less than 20% of the maximum attainable

level.

Acute heat treatments before the addition of DMSO also in-

hibited induction of hemoglobin synthesis, as seen in Figures 13 to 15.

DMSO (1.5%) was added 10 min after the heat treatment was terminated,

and the cells were incubated at 37.0°C for seven days before they were
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assayed for induction. The data in Figure 13 show that heating at

41.5°C for eight hours reduced induction by DMSO to less than 30% and

that heating without subsequent DMSO treatment did not result in induc-

tion. The cell number per Petri dish (indicative of cell growth), after

heating and a seven-day incubaticr. interval, was not greatly affected by

the heat treatment. Thus, while DMSO induction was inhibited by heat

treatment, cell number was not reduced in a corresponding manner.

Heating at 42.0°C for six hours (see Figure 1A) reduced DMSO induction

to about 20%, while heating without subsequent DMSO treatment did not

result in induction. The cell number per Petri dish was greatly reduced

by heating at 42.0°C, but it should be noted that, for short heating

intervals, at which cell numbers slightly increased or remained constant,

induction was already significantly reduced. Heating at 45.0°C for

20 minutes (see Figure 15) eliminated induction by subsequent DMSO

treatment and heating alone did not result in induction. The cell

number per Petri dish was also greatly reduced by the heat treatment,

but from the slopes of the curves, it appears that for the shorter

heating intervals of 0 to 10 min , induction was more sensitive to heat

treatment than was cell growth, i.e., final cell number per Petri dish.

The data on the effect of heat treatment on induction are

compared in Figure 16. It is clear that hemoglobin induction by sub-

sequent DMSO treatment was decreased as the heating interval was pro-

longed and as the temperature was increased, and heat itself without

subsequent DMSO treatment did not cause induction.

Figures 17 and 18 show the effect of heating for constant

times at various temperatures on subsequent induction by DMSO and on

cell number per Petri dish seven days after heating. It can be seen

that induction was inhibited as the temperature increased for each time

interval chosen. In general, the 50% inhibition of induction for

heating intervals of 15, 30, 60 and 180 min occurred at 44.3, 43.3,

42.0 and 42.0°C, respectively, while the corresponding 50% inhibition

for growth occurred at 44.8, 44.0, 43.3 and 42.3°C, respectively. The
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inhibition of induction proceeded more rapidly than the reduction in

cell numbers, showing that induction was the more sensitive endpoint.

Heating without subsequent DMSO treatment did not result in induction.

3.3 \ SPOTTY INDUCTION BY X-RAYS

Heme induction by radiation, which produces a 'spotty' pheno-

type (sde Section 2.6.2), increased as a function of X-ray dose, as

shown in^Figure 19. A maximum induction of 40% was attained after a

dose of 20.0 Gy.

\

Figure 20 shows the effect of heat on spotty induction by X-

rays. In this experiment, the maximum induction reached by irradiation

was only 23%.\ Reasons for the variability in induction levels among

experiments are not known at this time. Thus, experiments can not be

compared on a quantitative basis. However, comparisons within the same

experiment can be made. The data presented in Figure 20 show that
\

heating for one hour at 42.0°C before irradiation increased induction

while heating for three hours caused a slight increase at low doses, but

a decrease at higher doses.

A more extensive experiment on the effect of heating at 42.0°C

on X-ray induction is shown in Figure 21. It is clear that heating

before irradiation enhanced spotty induction. This enhancement occurred

at lower X-ray doses for the three-hour heating interval at 42.0°C.

However, at higher X-ray doses, spotty induction decreased and an

actual inhibition was observed for heating before irradiation. This

effect occurred at lower doses and to a greater degree for the three-

hour heating interval. For the heat treatment after irradiation,

inhibition of spotty induction was observed, and it was more extensive

for the three-hour heating interval.

Figure 22 shows the number of cells, after incubation for

seven days, after combinations of heat and X-ray treatments corresponding
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to the experiment presented in Figure 21. It is clear that the number

of cells decreased as the X-ray dose increased. In addition, heat

treatments at 42.0°C combined with irradiation caused a further decrease

in cell aumber, and this effect was greatest for the longer (three-hour)

heating interval. Heating before or after irradiation had the same

effect on cell numbers. It should be noted that, even at the lowest

cell numbers (closed triangles), there was a net increase in cell number

above the number of cells inoculated at the time of the experiment (open

diamond).

Figure 23 shows the effect of heating time at 42.0°C on spotty

induction by X-ray doses of 5.0 and 15.0 Gy. For the 5.0-Gy dose,

heating at 42.0°C enhanced spotty induction approximately equally well

for heating intervals ranging from one half to four hours, while for the

15.0-Gy dose, maximum enhancement occurred for the one-hour heating

interval. For heating after irradiation, a slight enhancement occurred

for the 5.0-Gy dose at heating intervals of up to two hours, while for

the 15.0-Gy dose, inhibition of spotty induction occurred for all

heating intervals after irradiation. Heat treatment alone did not

result in induction.

Cell numbers for treatments presented in Figure 23 are shown

in Figure 24. Heat alone had little effect on the final number of cells

after the seven-day incubation interval, while heat together with X-rays

greatly reduced the number of cells in a manner that was sensitive to

the heating interval. This was especially true for the 5.0 Gy dose,

where the number of cells was reduced by a factor of five after four

hours of heating. It should be noted that cell numbers were the same

whether heating occurred before or after irradiation.

Figures 25 and 26 show aore clearly the effects of sequencing

heat and X-rays on spotty induction and final number of cells (cell

growth). Figure 26 clearly shows that the sequencing of heat and X-rays

had no effect on the number of cells; however, Figure 25 shows that
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there is an effect of sequencing on the spotty induction. Heating at

various times after irradiation resulted in inhibition of the spotty

induction even when the incubation interval between heat and X-rays was

4.5 h. The simultaneous application of heat and X-rays also resulted in

the inhibition of the spotty phenotype. Heating before irradiation

caused an enhancement of spotty induction, which was maximum when

irradiation followed immediately after heating, but decreased as the

incubation interval between the two treatments increased.

Heating at 45.0cC had the same effect on spotty induction

produced by irradiation as heating at 42.0°C (see Figure 27). Heating

for 5 min before irradiation resulted in enhancement of spotty induction

for doses of up to 20.0 Gy, while at 26.0 Gy, there was an inhibition.

Heating after irradiation resulted in a slight enhancement of spotty

induction at low doses but an inhibition at doses greater than 8.0 Gy.

Figure 28 shows the number of cells as a percent of the

control for the treatments shown in Figure 27. The number of cells

decreased as a function of radiation dose and this decrease was poten-

tiated by a 5-min heat treatment at 45.0°C. The number of cells was the

same for heating before or after irradiation.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The comparative analysis of FELC, V79 and C3H-10T*s cells shows

that FELC were relatively heat and radiation sensitive. Further details
(47)

on the radiobiology of FELC are being published elsewhere . Even

though the FELC were heat sensitive, they still showed the phenomemon of

thermal tolerance for heating at temperatures <_ 42 °C ' . In a

previous study, it was found that a great range of heat sensitivities

exists among various cell lines . Even though the mouse LP59 cell

line was the most sensitive, it does not mean that mouse cells, in
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general, are very heat sensitive, since the C3H-IOTJ5 cells were heat

resistant, as seen in Figure 6. Even though a large range of thermal

sensitivities exists among various cell lines, it appears that the

mechanisms of heat inactivation are the same, since the inactivation

energies calculated by Arrhenius analysis are in the same range (see

Figure 7 and References 49 and 50). Like the other cell lines, the

inactivation of FELC was characterized by a break in the Arrhenius

curve. This break occurred at about 43.0°C and may be indicative of

different heat inactivation mechanisms above and below this temperature,

although other explanations for this phenomemon have been put

forth<46'*9'51>.

Hyperthermia at 42.0 and 45.0°C was found to cause synergistic

radiosensitization in FELC. Heating at 45.0°C resulted in the loss of

the shoulder of the radiation survival curve as well as a reduction in

D , indicating an effect on the cell's capacity to accumulate sublethal

radiation damage. Thermal radiosensitization by heating at 42.0°C was

characterized by a reduction in D , but had very little effect on the

survival curve shoulder. Sequencing of heat and radiation showed that

the greatest thermal radiosensitization was achieved for the simultan-

eous application of heat and radiation for 42.0 and 45.0°C. For incuba-

tion at 37.0°C, between heat and radiation or radiation and heat treat-

ments, recovery was observed as the incubation interval was prolonged.

These data imply that FELC can repair both heat and radiation damage,

and are consistent with the data for other cell lines in the litera-

ture<19'52>.

Our data show that hyperthermia can alter the genetic expres-

sion of FELC by DMSO. It appears that both acute and protracted hyper-

thermia inhibit erythroid differentiation that is triggered by DMSO.

The data also show that the inhibition of cell differentiation responded

more sensitively to heat than did cell proliferation. Thus, the thermal

inhibition of induction by DMSO is not just a function of inhibition of

cell growth, even though this occurred for more severe heat treatments.
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In an earlier study, it was shown that FELC must proliferate and undergo

at least two doublings before hemoglobin synthesis occurs . For the

severe heat exposures, the cell population did not undergo two doublings,

and this may be a factor in decreasing induction by DMSO. It is inter-

esting to compare the survival data for heating at 41.5°C for eight

hours and at 42.0°C for six hours (see Figures 4 and 16). After heating

at 41.5°C, survival was reduced to ^3% while the induction frequency was

reduced to only 30%. After heating at 42.0°C for six hours, survival

was 0.15% while induction was 16%. Induction was 10 to 100 times

greater than survival, which implies that some of the cells that do not

form macroscopic colonies (greater than "v50 cells) for the survival
(54)

assay may still ba viable to undergo differentiation. Terada et al.

showed that DMSO induced structural changes in DMA and correlated such

changes with the induction of differentiation. It is of interest to

note that hyperthermia treatment caused an increase in protein associ-

ated wit

of DMSO.

(33 55)
ated with chromatin ' , and such an event may counteract the effect

Heating at 42.0 or 45.0°C had an effect on spotty induction by

irradiation. When heat was applied before irradiation, induction was

enhanced, whereas if heat was applied after irradiation, induction was

inhibited. These results are qualitatively different from the survival

data where heating before or after irradiation both caused a synergistic

effect on cell killing (see Figures 10 and 25). In addition, cell

survival increased showing recovery for incubation at 37°C between both

sequences of heat plus radiation and radiation plus heat. For spotty

induction, only a change in induction level was observed during incuba-

tion at 37°C between the sequence of heat followed by irradiation. The

decrease in spotty induction is indicative of recovery of those lesions

that lead to enhanced induction of the spotty phenotype. The quali-

tative differences between the endpoints of cell lethality and spotty

induction, in terms of heat and X-ray treatments, may indicate that

different targets are affected.
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The comparison of survival and spotty induction endpoints also

shows that, even Chough cells appear to be prolifaratively dead after

treatments of X-rays and/or heat, they are still able to induce the

spotty phenotype. For instance, survival after a dose of 5.0 Gy, or

after one hour at 42.0°C plus 5.0 Gy, was 0.5% and 0.04%, respectively,

while induction was about 20% and 61% (see Figures 8 and 21). Thus, the

treatment of heat plus X-rays that produced the greatest degree of cell

killing also produced the highest level of induction. These results

demonstrate that, in FELC, even though cells are prohibited from colony

formation, they can not be classified as dead, because the cell is

metabolically active in erythropoid differentiation.

Studies with Drosophila melanogaster have shown that heat

shock can result in newly synthesized proteins, which were correlated

with the puffing of polytene chromosomes and initiation of gene tran-

scription . Specific protein synthesis in response to heat shock
(59)

has also been observed in chicken and mammalian cells . Likewise,

our results with heat treatment show that hyperthermia can affect the

induction of erythroposiesis by DMSO or X-rays. Hyperthermia enhances

induction by X-rays if applied before irradiation and inhibits induction

if applied after irradiation. Thus, hyperthermia can be used to gain

insight into gene control and to modify gene expression in mammalian

cells.
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TABLE 1

SURVIVAL CURVE PARAMETERS

Figure 3

V79 X-ray
FELC X-ray

Figure 8 FELC

X alone
42°C (30 min) •+ X
42°C (60 min) -> X
X -> 42°C (60 min)
42°C (120 min) -> X

Figure 9 FELC

X alone
45°C (5 min) -»• X
X -> 45°C (5 min)
45°C (10 min) -> X
X -+ 45°C (10 min)
45 °C (15 min) ->• X

DQ (Gy)*

1.49
0.67

0.68
0.59
0.49
0.45
0.41

0.71
0.68
0.62
0.50
0.46
0.27

Dq (Gy)
+

4.40
1.45

1.50
1.40
1.40
1.20
0.95

1.50
1.10
0.80
0
0
0

N

20
8

9
8
18
10
9

8
5
3
1
1
1

The dose required to reduce survival to 1/e along the straight-
line part of a survival curve.

The quasi threshold dose calculated by extrapolating the straight-
line region of the survival curve back to the 100% survival level.
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FIGURE 1: Friend Erythroleukemia Cells Stained with Benzidine Seven
Days after Inoculation and Treatment. (A) Controls (B) 1.5%
DMSO and (C) 10.0 Gy.
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FIGURE 2: Cytoplasmic Proteins of FELC Analyzed by Isoelectric
Focussing in Polyacrylamide Gels. Gel A is from an untreated
cell sample while gel B is from cells exposed to 1.5% (v/v)
DMSO for six days. Increases and decreases in protein are
shown by (i) and (d), respectively, and globin is indicated
^n the gel.
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FIGURE 3: Radiation Survival Curves of Chinese Hamster V79 Cells and
FELC. See Table 1 for survival curve parameters.
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FIGURE 4: Survival of FELC Heated to A1.0, 41.5 or 42.0°C. The various
symbols for the 42.0°C heating represent different experiments.
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FIGURE 5: Survival of FELC Heated to 43.0 or 45.0°C
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of Survival of Mouse C3H-10T%, FELC and Chinese
Hamster V79 Cells Heated to 42.0°C
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FIGURE 7: Arrhenius Curves of the Heat Survival Data of FELC Taken from
Figures 4 and 5 and Chinese Hamster V79 Cells Taken from
Reference 46. The abscissa is presented as the inverse of
the absolute temperature and the ordinate is the inverse of
the survival curve slope.
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FIGURE 8: Survival Curves of Irradiated Cells Heated for Various Times
at 42.0°C. Heating was either completed 10 min before or
started 10 min after irradiation. See Table 1 for survival
curve parameters.
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FIGURE 9: Survival Curves of Irradiated Cells Heated for Various Times
at 45.°C. Heating was either completed 10 min before or
started 10 min after irradiation. See Table 1 for survival
curve parameters.
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FIGURE 10: Survival of FELC Heated for 5 min at 45.0°C or 60 min at
42.0°C and Irradiated before, during or after the Heating
Interval as Indicated by the Time on the Abscissa. The
negative numbers' show the times at which irradiation occurred
before heating while the positive numbers show when irradiation
was started after heating. During the time between the two
treatments, cells were kept at 37°C. The vertical lines
show the heating interval, and the heating time for each
temperature is shown above the vertical lines.
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FIGURE 11: Percent of Benzldine-Positive (Full Induction) Cells as a Function of DMSO Concentration
(v/v) for Various Incubation Temperatures. The temperature was maintained for the
entire seven-day incubation period during the development of the induced phenotype.
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FIGURE 12: Two Experiments Showing the Effect of Incubation Temperature
on Induction by Various Concentrations (v/v) of DMSO. The
procedure was the same as for Figure 11. Induction (benzidine
positive) for all samples was normalized to the induction
level of the 37.0°C sample with 1.5% DMSO and called residual
function.
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FIGURE 13: Effect of Acute Heating at 41.5°C on Induction and Final Cell Number with 1.5% (v/v)
DMSO or without DMSO. Heat treatment was completed 10 min before DMSO was added.
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FIGURE 14: Effect of Acute Heating at 42.0°C on Induction and Final Cell Number with 1.5% (v/v)
DMSO or without DMSO. Heat treatment was completed 10 min before DMSO was added.
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FIGURE 16: Effect of Heating on Subsequent Induction by 1.5% (v/v) DMSO.
after heating was completed.

DMSO was added 10 min
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FIGURE 19: Percent Benzidine-Positive Cells (Spotty Induction) as a Function of Radiation Dose
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Induction by Irradiation. Heating was terminated 10 min
before irradiation.
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FIGURE 22: Final Number of Cells per Millilitre after a Seven-day Incubation
Period after the Treatments Shown on the Graph. The open
diamond represents the usual number of cells present before
incubation and before the treatments with heat and X-rays. The
half-filled circles represent an overlap of open and closed
circles. The star shows the number of cells present in the
untreated sample after a seven-day incubation.
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FIGURE 27: Percent Benzidine-Positive Cells (Spotty Induction) for Cells
Given Che Heat and X-Ray Treatments as Indicated. The large
open triangle symbolizes the 5-min heat treatment at 45.0°C.
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